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DECISION and ORDER-

On April 14, 1981, the State Vocational Federation of Teachers, AFT, AFL-CIO
(Federation) filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (Labor
Board) an amended complaint alleging that the State Department of Education
(Respondent) was engaged in practices prohibited by Section 5-272 of the Act
Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees (the Act). .In  its amended
complaint, the Federation charged, inter G, that Respondent had refused to
allow Betty Tuccio and Kathryn Doklaon  representation at meetings held on
January 28, 1981 concerning non-renewal of their employment contracts. At the
hearings, the Federation also introduced evidence concerning alleged denial of
union representation by Respondent to Joyce Kelman at a meeting held on February
2, 1981, and to Kathryn Dokla at a meeting held on April 7, 1981. Respondent
made no objection to the Federation's raising claims about the February 2, 1981
and April 7, 1981 meetings. Respondent had full opportunity to respond at ,the
hearings to all claims made by the Federation and Respondent addressed all the
meetings described above in its post-hearing brief.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been duly taken the matter was
heard by the Labor Board on July 9 and 13, and September 2, 1981, at which times
the parties appeared, were represented by counsel, and were fully heard. Both
parties filed written post-hearing briefs,

On the basis of.the whole record before us, we make the following findings
of fact, conclusions of law, and order,

Findjngs of Fact-

1. The Respondent. is an,employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Federation is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act,
and is the exclusive bargaining representative for the vocational education
faculty, including teachers at Emmett O'Brien Regional Vocational-Technical
School {the School) in Ansonia, Connecticut.

3 . The parties hacl in effect between them a collective bargaining agree-
ment which covered the period from Jul,y  1, 1979 to June 30, 1982 (the Contract).

4. At all times relevant to this case Joyce Kelma,n was employed at the,,:
School as an English teacher,



,

5. On December 1, 1980, James Caulfield, Director of the School, met with
Kelman and presented her with an unsatisfactory performance evaluatron  for the
fall semester.

6. Upon receiving the unsatisfactory evaluation at the meeting, Kelman
requested and was denied union representation.

7. Following the meeting, Kelman received a letter from Caulfield listing
suggestions for improved performance (Ex. 2). Among other items, the letter
suggested Kelman prepare her lesson plans in sufficient depth, noting numerous
deficiencies in her previous plans.

8. On behalf of Kelman, the Federation filed a prohibited practice com-
plaint against the Respondent alleging that Kelman's statutory right to repre-
sentation was violated by the denial of union representation at the December 1,.
1980 meeting. This was Case No. SPP-6211.

9. The complaint was resolved by a settlement agreement on Jan’uary 9, 1981
replacing Kelman's unsatisfactory rating with a counseling letter. Also, the
agreement provided that teachers would be "allowed union representation during
performance evaluation meetings or any other meeting at which the employee has a
reasonable apprehension of discipline or loss of job security." (Ex. 4)

10. The settlement agreement also provided that the. Federation withdraw its
complaint in Case No. SPP-6211..- .a ._I( /II . ,..(  .I.

11. On February 2, 1981, Leonard Waleski, Assistant Director of the School,
requested that Kelman meet with him to discuss her lesson plans. Kelman, fear-
ing that her job might be threatened due to her previous unsatisfactory rating
and problems with her lesson plans, requested to have union representation at
the meeting.

12. Waleski agreed to permit Richard Marazzi, building representative for
the Federation, to attend the meeting. During the meeting, Marazzi attempted to
ask a question concerning how one of Kelman's lesson plans compared to those of
other staff members. Maratzi attempted to ask other questions as well, the
specific nature of which are not identified in the record. Waleski did not answer
any of Marazzi's questions and informed him that he was not to speak at the meeting.

13. The record showed no evidence of any actionstaken,by  Respondent which.:,,-  ~ "
were disciplinary in nature or threatening to Kelman's job security subsequent to
February 2, 1981.

14. Kathryn Dokla and Betty Tuccio were employed at the School as special.
education teachers until the end of the 1980/81  school year.

15. At some point before January 28, 1981, Caulfield had recommended to
Respondent that Dokla and Tuccio not have their employment contracts renewed,
which if accepted would require Dokla and Tuccio to be terminated. Caulfield's
recommendation was not made known to Dokla or Tuccio prior to January 28, 1981.

16. On or shortly before January 28, 1981, Respondent's personnel officer,
Sherry Mooney, telephoned Caulfield and informed him that he should meet with
Dokla and Tuccio to offer them an opportunity to resign.

17. In this telephone conversation Caulfield expressed his concern to Mooney
that "Miss Dokla would ask for union representation and that the union<representa-
tive was going to begin asking questions about a topic that I had no knowledge of."
(Tr. 197). : ,

18. .Mooney replied by advfsing Caulfield that by meeting and offering an
opportunity to resign to Dokll and Tuccio, he "was extending a courtesy of the
State Board Lof Education!, that it was not a conference for discussion, it was
simply an act to extend &e courtesy, and all it required was a yes or a no answer."
(Tr. 197).

19. On January 28, 1981, Caulfield arranged separate meetings with Dokla.
and Tuccio. He did not inform either of them prior to the commencement of the
meetings of the purpose for which the meetings were called.

/
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20. Caulfield met first with Tuccio. Caulfield testified that at the
outset of the meeting, "I announced to her that I had recomnended non-renewal.
She indicated to me that she wanted a union representative." (Tr. 197).

21. Caulfield then allowed Tuccio to bring Marazti to the meeting..
Caulfield testified that upon Tuccio and Marazzi's return, "I repeated that,
and then I prefaced my remarks with the fact that I was acting in place of
the personnel officer, who had requested of me to perform a task for her,
which was to extend the courtesy of the State Board of Education to allow the
people to resign rather than have the Board pursue a nontrenewal." (Tr. 198).

22. Tuccio responded by saying, "I will not resign."

23. Marazzf then began to ask a question. Caulfield said to him, "Mr.
Marazzf, there is no need for"conversatfon  since.it is a: simple yes or no .
answer.'! (Tr. 200).

24. Marazzi again attempted to speak and Caulfield cut him off by saying,
"There's no discussion on it simply because it requires a yes or no." (Tr. 200).

25. iilarazzf  then said, "Do you want me to get Miss Dokla?" (Tr. 200);
Caulfield indicated he did and Marazzi went to get Dokla.

26. When Marazzi returned with Dokla, Caulfield told her that he had
."processed  non-renewal papers at the request of the Associate Commissioner, . ._ ._ .
and I had received a phone call from the personnel officer, education personnel
officer, to extend a courtesy that the State Board of Education extends to all
employees who are not being renewed, namely, an offer to resign rather than to
pursue non-renewal policies." (Tr. 200).

27. Dokla refused to resign, whereupon Caulfield concluded the meeting.

28. Dokla thereafter instituted a formal challenge and appeal to her non-
renewal. This appeal was pending on April 7, 1981.

29. Previously Caulfield and Waleski had  criticized Dokla for deviating
from her lesson plans in the instruction she was giving her students.

30. At some time before April 7, 1981, Waleski received a copy of Dokla's
lesson plans for the week of April 6, 1981 to ApriLlO,  1981. At the bottom of.
these lesson plans, Dokla had written, "Plans may be modified to meet the needs
of the students at that time."

31. Waleskf considered this statement on Dokla's lesson plans as an fndf-
cation that she might again deviate from her lesson plans in the instruction she
was giving her students and decided that he had better discuss the matter of
conforming instruction to lesson plans with Dokla.

32. On April 7, 19&, Waleski arranged to meet with Dokla for the purpose
of discussing Dokla's lesson plans. Dokla believed that the meeting was to dis-
cuss what activities should be substituted in the scheduling provisions of her
lesson plans to replace testing periods which had been cancelled.

33. At the beginning of the meeting, Waleskf informed Dokla that he wanted
to discuss Dokla's making notations on the bottom bf her lesson plans concerning' .
possible changes in the substance of the lesson plans.

34. When Dokla realized that conforming of instruction to lesson plans was
to be a subject of the meeting, she told Waleskf that she believed the meeting
to be disciplinary in character and that she wanted to have her Federation
building representative present,.

35. The meeting was therefore rescheduled for later that day so that
Marazzf could be presen,t;+

36. At 2:25 p.m., Dokla and Marazzi came to Waleski's office.

37. Waleskf told them he had a prevfously:scheduled  meeting at that time
and they agreed to meet at 3:00 p.m.
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38. Waleski  then met with Caulfield and discussed with him what had
transpired that day with Dokla and Maratzi. Caulfield suggested that the
3:00 p.m.  meeting take place in his office.

39. At 3:00 p.m., the meeting began wi
Caulfield present.

40. Caulfield began the meeting by rev
that day. Dokla confirmed that she had left

h Dokla, Marazzi, Waleski and

ewing with Dokla the events of
the initial meeting with Waleski

that day and had returned with her union representative because she believed
that the meeting was disciplinary in character.

41. Caulfield then raised the subjects of Dokla having made notations on
her lesson plan concerning possible changes of instruction conforming to lesson
plans.

42. Caulfield asked Dokja why she had made the notations and reminded her
that in her December, 1980 counseling letter she had been instructed to conform
instruction to lesson plans.

43. Caulfield then asked Dokla "what her plan was on a particular nota-
tion." (Tr. 203).

44. Marazzi then attempted to ask Caulfield a question. Caulfield stopped
Marazzi by telling him that he (Caulfield) had notaconcluded-his  conference with- -'.I-~'
Dokla, that he had not received any answers from her, and that Marazzi was
interrupting Caulfield's conference. (Tr. 203).

45. Caulfield also at that point told Marazzi that "if  he had anything
to say, to implement it through Miss Dokla but to let me finish the conversa-
tion with her." (Tr. 203).

46. It was Caulfield's intention at this point to "find out from /boklaT
what her purpose was so we could indicate to her again that she should not bF
making the changes, if that was her intent." (Tr. 204).

47. Caulfield first wanted a,definitive  answer from Dokla on this question
and because he believed he had not yet received a definitive answer from her,
"any interference by an outside source just prevented me from getting that par-
ticular answer." (Tr. 204). : ,..

48. Upon being told by Caulfield that he could not speak and that he would
have to channel his questions through Dokla, Marazzi became upset and declared
that he would not be a "statue" and insisted vehemently that he be permitted to
speak.

49. Caulfield and Marazzi then had a brief but heated exchange over
whether Marazti  would be permitted to speak at that time and Caulfield decided

;;a;;y,,  thFT;ee;;;y: He told Marazzi and Dokla that they were "both free to

50. At this point Marazzi refused to leave until threatened with a disci-
plinary suspension by Caulfield.

51. Waleski  drafted ahd  sent the following memo to Dokla:

To Miss Catherine Dokla V.S. Instructor-Spec., Ed. April 7, 1981
Emmett O'Brien RVT School Ansonia

From Leonard H. Waleski' Assistant Director
Etnnett O'Brien RVT School Ansonia

Re Special Education lesson plans .

After reviewing copies of ydur'lesson'plans for the week of 4-6
to 4-10, I find that your statement on the plan indicating that yoru?iray
-he schedule depending on the student's need is inconsistent and
totally in opposition to the directions that you have received in the
past.
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In my letter dated, December 1, 1980, I refer you to Section A,
which states: "Lesson plans should correla,te  with material being
taught in the regular classroom. Plans should be detailed to show
specific areas, noting text, pages and activities. Materials should
be specifically designed to meet the needs of the student. Procedures
should be emphasized with objectives so indicated. A planned program
should be in evidence."

In the same letter, Section B specifically states that permission
must be requested prior to any alteration or change.

I call your attention to the Counselling letter dated January 12,
1981, in which it was suggested that you teach in harmony with the
referring teachers plan book.

I also call your attention to the counseling letter from the
review team dated l/12/81, in which it was suggested that you teach . . . . .._......-_.
in harmony with the referring teachers plan book.

. On several occasions I have indicated to you that you are not to
change the instructional program without prior approval from this
office.

I would expect that you would follow these guidelines so that
our program will follow a consistent pattern of instruction.

I would appreciate your cooperation in this matter.

HW:jga
CC: James B. Caulfield

52. Nothing contained in Waleski's April 7, 1982 memo to Dokla
upon information elicited from Dokla at the April 7, 1982 meeting.

Conclusions of Law

is based

1. An employee represented by a statutory bargaining agent has a statutory
right to be accompanied by a representative 'of that agent at an interview requested
by the employer to elicit information from the employee when the employee reason-
ably believes that the meeting may jeopardize his orher  job security, subject to
the conditions placed upon that right by NLRB v. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251,
88 CRRM 2689 (1975) and ILGWU v. Quality Mfg. Co., 420 U.S. 276, 88 LRRM 2698
(1975).

2. At such a meeting it is a deprivation of employee statutory rights under
Section 5-271(a) and a prohibited practice under Section 5-272(a)(l)  of the Act
for the employer to require the union representative to remain silent throughout
the meeting.

3. At such a meeting it is a deprivation of employee statutory rights under
Section 5-271(a) and a prohibited practice under Section 5-272(a)(l)  of the Act
for an employer to require the union representative to remain silent until after
the employer has finished questioning and eliciting answers from the employee.

4. At such a meeting it is a deprivation of employee statutory rights under
Section 5-271(a) and a prohibited practice under Section 5-272(a)(l)  of the Act
for the employer to require the union representative to channel his or her ques-
tions through the employee.

5. At such a meeting, the employer has no duty to.negotiate with the union
representative and the union representative has no right to insist that the em-
ployer negotiate.

6. At such a meeting, the union representative has no right and may not,'
either through unduly provocative questions or the tone and manner of his conduct,
transform the meeting into a' purely adversarial confrontation between the union
representative and the employer.

7. At the February;2, 1981 meeting between Kelman and Assistant Director
Waleski, Waleski deprived'Kelman  of her rights under Section 5-271(a) and com-
mitted a prohibited practice under Section 5-272(a)(l) of the Act by requiring
her union representative to remain silent throughout the meeting.

8. At the April 7, 1981 meeting of Director Caulfield and Assistant Director
Waleski  with Dokla, Caulfield deprived Dokla ofher rights under Section 5-271(a)
and committed a prohibited practice under Section 5-272(a)(l)  of the Act by

.._
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requiring her union representative to channel all questions through Dokla and
by requiring him not to ask any questions until Caulfield had finished question-
ing and eliciting answers from Dokla.

9. Under the circumstances of this case, there is no make whole remedy
justified and a cease and desist order will serve the purposes of the Act.

Discussion

I. Applicable Law

The primary area of dispute in this case concerns the extent to which an
employer may deny a union representative the opportunity to speak at an interview
where the employee is entitled to union representation under the so-called
Weingarten rule established in NLRB v. Weingarten, Inc.,,420 U.S. 251, 88 LRRM
1689 (19.75),  and its companion case, IGLWU v. Quality Mfg. Co., 420 U.S. 276, 88
LRRM 2698 (1975),  and adopted by this Board initially in Trumbull Board of Educa-
tion, Decision No. 1635 (1978).*

In Weingarten, the United States Supreme Court adopted the holding of the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) that under certain circumstances there
exists a statutory right under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)** to union
representation at an employer-employee interview. The right attaches to meetings
called by the employer where the employee reasonably believes that the interview
will result in disciplinary action or jeopardy to the employee's job security; '
The employee must request the representation for the right to arise. The em-
ployer has no duty to bargain with the representative and the representative may
not turn the meeting into a purely adversarial confrontation between himself and
the employer. The employer may refuse to permit the union representation by
either terminating the interview or by making continuation of the interview
purely voluntary on the part of the employee. Weingarten, supra; Quality Mfg.
co., supra; Trumbull Board of Education, supra.

Weingarten held that the right to this type of union representation flowed
from the basic purpose of Section 7 of the NLRA which protects the right of
employees "to engage in...concerted activities for...mutual aid or protection..."***
and that an employer's denial of such representation constitutes a violation of
Section 8(a) (1) of the NLRA.**** In Trumbull Board of Education we held that
because the purposes of our state labor relations statutes are similar to those
of the NLRA and virtually identical language to that contained in Sections 7 and
8(a) of the NLRA is contained in our analogous state acts, employees under our
jurisdiction are entitled by state law to the same rights found by the United
States Supreme Court in Weinyarten.***** One of the important public policy con-
siderations underlvina the NLRA as recoanized bv the United States Suoreme Court
in Weingarten and ha; been repeatedly recognized by
this Board in our area is that union reoresentation
at meetings which are at least in part investigatory in nature may not only pre-
vent unjust discipline, thereby safeguarding the concerns of the entire bargaining
unit, but also effectuates the fundamental purposes of such labor relations
statutes by affording full freedom of association and helping to redress the
perceived imbalance between labor and management.

* We have also dealt with aspects of the Weingarten rule in East Hartford Board
of Education, Decision No. 1664 (1978); Town of Watertown, Decision No. 1787
(1979); City of Shelton, Decision No. 2017 (1981).

** 29 U.S.C. Sections 151 et seq. ~.

*** 29 U.S.C. Section 157. "I

**** 29 U.S.C. Section .1,58(a)(l).

***** 'Trumbull Board of Education was decided under the School Board-Teacher,:
Negotiations Act, Sections lo-153a to lo-153g of the Connecticut General Statutes.
The provisions of the teacher act which parallel Sections 7 and 8(a) of the NLRA
are Sections lo-153a(a)  and lo-153b(l)  respectively. The paral:lel  provisions of
the State employee act are at Sections 5-271(a) and 5-277(a)(l)  of the Connecti-
cut General Statutes. ,
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We have not, in our previous cases concerning the subject of Weingyrten
rights, been required to focus on the extentofthe union representative  s role
once he or she has gained admission to an interview to which Weingarten rights
attach. Since Weingarten and Quality Mfg. Co. were decided, there have, however,
been further NLkB  and federal court decisions dealing with this area.

In Texaco, Inc., 251 NLRB No, 63, 105 LRRM 1239 (1980),  the NLRB held that
an employer may not require the union representative to remain silent at a meet-
ing to which Weingarten rights attach. On appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals, the NLRB's  decision was sustained. NLRB v. Texaco, Inc., 659 F.2d 124,
108 LRRM 2850 (1981). In its decision, the court discussed fully its reasons
for affirming the NLRB's  decision and set forth the relevant provisions of Wein-
garten which define the union representative's role in such a meeting.

The more novel and significant contention advanced by Texaco is
that the right to a union representative at an investigatory interview
does not encompass any right to have the union representative speak.
Texaco cites language from Weingarten , in which the Court, after noting
that the employer has no duty to bargain with the union representative
at an interview, stated:
‘The representative is present to assist the employee, and may attempt
to clarify the facts or suggest other employees who may have knowledge
of them. The employer, however, is free to insist that he is only
interested, at that time, in hearing the employee’s own account of the
matter under investigation.’ Brief for Petitioner, at 22,
420 U.S. at 260, 95 S. Ct. at 965. We agree with the Board here that
this language, (taken by the Court from the Board's brief in Weingarten)
is directed toward avoiding a bargaining session or a purely adversary
confrontation with the union representative and to assure the employer
the opportunity to hear the employee's own account of the incident under
investigation. The passage does not state that the employer may bar the
union representative from any participation. Such an inference is
wholly contrary to other language in the Weingarten opinion which ex-
plains that the representative should be able to take an active role
in assisting the employee to present the facts.
A single employee contronted  by an empioyer investigating whether cer-

tain conduct deserves discipline may be too fearful or inarticulate to
relate accurately the incident being investigated, or too ignorant to
raise extenuating factors. A knowledgeable union representative could
assist the employer by eliciting favorable facts, and save the employer
production time by getting to the bottom of the incident occasioning
the interview.
420 U.S. at 262-63, 95 S. Ct. at 966. See also Alfred M. Lewis, Inc.
v. NLRB, 587 F.2d  at 409-10, where this Court quoted the latter passage
as central to the holding of Weingarten. Accord, Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co., 251 NLRB No. 61, 105 LRRM 1246 (1980) (pet. for review
pending, 5th Cir., No. 80-2072).

In refusing to permit the representative to speak, and relegating
him to the role of a passive observer, the respondent did not afford
the employee the representation to which he was entitled. The Board
properly found that Texaco violated section 8(a)(l) of the Act.

NLRB v. Texaco, Inc., 108 LRRM at 2851, 2852.

In Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 251 NLRB No. .61,  105 LRRM 1246 (1980),  the,.. ".'
NI.Rn  held that an employer at a Weingarten meeting, may not require the union
representative to be silent throughout the employer's questioning of the employee
and be permitted to speak only after the employer had concluded its questioning
of the employee. The facts of that case showed that the employer had called an
employee for an interview to ask him questions about theft of company property.
The employee requested and was,,permitted  to have his union representative at the
meeting. The employer told the'union representative that he would not be per-
mitted to talk until the employer had finished interviewing the employee. During
the course of the employer's interview (at which the employer told the employee
that the police had been called and he would be arrested if he did not confess),
the employee confessed to the theft in question and to other.thefts as well.
The NLRB found that the employer had denied the employee's Weingarten rights
reasoning that the mere presence of the union representative was inadequate to
overcome the imbalance between an employee and the employer whi'ch the Supreme
Court had sought to alleviate in its yeingarten.decision.T h e  N L R B  e x p r e s s l y 1
accepted its administrative law judge s analysis that the Supreme Court in
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Weingarten prescribed a role to be played by the union representative in assisting
the employee during the interview and that to permit the union representative to
speak only after the employer had in effect concluded its interview of the employee
would relegate the Weingarten right to a mere Eesence of a union representative
during the actual interview itself. On aupeal  to the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals, the NLRB's  decision was reversed:'
NLRB, 667 F.2d  470, 109 LRRM 2602 (1982).

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v.
The court reasoned that full Weingarten

nghts had been afforded by the employer, because the union representative was
told that after the employer had completed its interview with the employee, he
(the representative) would be permitted "to make any additions, suggestions or
clarifications he desired."

Our Connecticut Supreme Court has on numerous occasions held tha,t  where the
language of our state labor relations acts is essentially the same as that con-
tained in the National Labor Relations Act. 'I . ..the  iudicial  interpretation- y-.-.---..  -..--
frequently accorded the federal act is of~&eat-persuasive  force in the interpre-
tation  of our own acts. New Canaan v. Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations,- -
160 Conn. 285, 291,  278 A.2d 761; Windsor v. Windsor Police Department Employees
Assn., Inc., 154 Conn. 530, 536, 227 A.2d 65; Imperial Laundry, Inc. v. Connecti-
cut State Board of Labor Relations, 142 Conn. 457, 460, 115 A.2d 439." ( h
added). West Hartford Education Assn.,&c.  v. DeCourcy, 162 Conn. 566, '5%  $$?).
See generally, Darcy,  Foy, James and Kingston, Connecticut Labor Relations Statutes
and Decisions: Differences From Federal l.aw,  9 Corm. L. Rev. No. 4 (
544.

1977 ) pp. 515-
It was for that reason and because we felt,that the same ourposes underlie

our state labor relations statutes,
Court's ruling in Weingarten.

that we adopted the United States Supreme

Where a particular interpretation of the NLRA has been given frequent recog-
nition by the federal courts, we will continue to accord that interpreta,t.ion  the
consideration which our Connecticut Supreme Court has stated we should. We do
not believe, however, that the Court intended that we slavishly follow any single
federal court decision interpreting the NLRA just because that interpretation
exists. This Board is vested with authority and discretion under the Connecticut
General Statutes to interpret our state labor relations statutes and this responsi-
bility, we believe, carries with it the exercise of independent judgment where
controlling judicial precedent does not restrict our discretion.

In this regard, we believe the NLRB's decision in the Southwestern Bell-
&. and the Ninth Circuit's decision in Texaco fulfill the purposes of the Act and
comport with the United States Suoreme Court's d&is.idn in Weinaarten. We do not
concur with the Fifth Circuit's view in Southwes&&~~ell  TVhoneo. v. NLRB
that restricting the union representative's right to speak until the employer has
completed his interview of the employee serves the purposes of the Act or comports
with the United States Supreme Court's decisions in Wein arten and Qualit Mf
The critical portion of a Weingarten type meeting clear y occurs during t e em----f--- w-
ployer's questioning of the employee. It is while answering the employer's ques-
tions that the employee most needs the assistance of his union representative. For
instance, the union representative could help a nervous and frightened employee
by asking the employer for clarification of ambiguous or vague questions put to
the employee. The union representative could also ask for clarification of ambig-
uous or vague answers given by the employee. The union representative could also
suggest, but notinsist,  that additional relevant lines of questioning be explored
and suggest others who may have relevant knowledge concerning the problem at
issue. On the other hand, the union representative has no right during the inter-
view to require that the employer enter into negotiations over the problem being
discussed. Similarly, the union representative may not either by unduly provoca-
tive questions, the tone and manner of his conduct, or through efforts to obstruct
rather than provide clarification, transform the meeting into a purely adversarial
confrontation between the upion representative and the employer.

With these principles it),$ind,  we' turn to the specific meetings at issue in
the present case.*

*
II . The February 2, 1981 Meeting Between

Employee Kelman and Assistant Director Waleski

This meeting took place against the background of Kelman having received an
unsatisfactory performance evaluation at a meeting with Directbr Caulfield on

* It should be noted that employees have a right to cdnsult with their uniori
representative at meetings to which Wein arten rights attach, There has been
no claim, at least no clear claim, raised In t IS case that any employee was denied-p-??n.

'the right to consult with his or her union representative.
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December 1, 1980 and following that meeting a letter placed in her file containing
criticism of her performance and specifically noting deficiencies in her lesson
plans. At the December 1, 1980 meeting, Kelman was denied union representation
which she had requested and as a result the complaint in Case No. SPP-6211 was
filed.* Against the background of the events giving rise to the complaint in
Case No. SPP-6211, we believe it reasonable for Kelman to have believed that
further adverse consequences to her job security might result from the scheduled
February 2, 1981 meeting which was expressly called by Assistant Director Waleski
to discuss Kelman's lesson plans.

At the meeting, Kelman was permitted by Waleski to have union building rep-
resentative Richard Marazzi present as her union representative. When Marazzi
attempted to ask questions, Assistant Director Waleski told him that he was not
to speak at the meeting. Unfortunately, the only question asked by Marazzi at
the meeting which is identified in the record concerned how Kelman's lesson plans ..'
compared.to those of other staff members and the record does not show specifically
in what context that question was asked. From what we have before us, we do not
see a basis to conclude that this question or the other unidentified questions
asked by Marazzi at this meeting constituted an attempt to bargain or created a
purely adversarial confrontation between Marazzi and Waleski. What is clear
though, is that Waleski  intended to prohibit Marazzi from asking any questions
at the meeting thereby relegating him to the status of observer, and this is
clearly a violation of Kelman's right to union representation under Weingarten
as interpreted by the NLRB and both the Ninth and the Fifth Circuits in the L
Texaco, Inc., supra, and the Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., supra, cases. :..,.,.,  ,

III. The January 28, 1981 Meetings of Employees,
Tuccio and Dokla with Director Caulfield.

These meetings represent what can only be described as the ultimate threat
to job security. The purpose of the two meetings was not just to inform the two
employees that they had been recommended for non-renewal (which recommendation,
if accepted, would result in termination of employment), but to ask the employees
if they would resign. These meetings obviously posed the severest jeopardy
imaginable to an employee's job security, At the first meeting with Tuccio,
Caulfield began the meeting by telling Tuccio that he had recommended non-renewal
of her contract (which would expire at the end of the school year). She immedi-
ately requested union representation and was permitted to leave and return with
Marazzi as her union representative. When Tuccio returned with Marazzi, Caulfield
repeated that he had recommended her contract for non-renewal and offered her the
alternative of submitting a resignation.
that she would not resign.

Tuccio immediately responded by saying
Marazzi then attempted to ask questions and Caulfield

told Marazzi in effect that he had his answer, the meeting was over, and the)*:
was nothing further to be discussed. The Respondent has sought to characterize
this meeting as the extension of a courtesy because it was offering the employee
an opportunity to resign. As an initial matter, we see nothing courteous about
informing an employee that a decision is in the works to terminate his employment
and asking for a yes or no answer while giving no opportunity to discuss the sub-
ject. Offered in this way, the "opportunity" to resign would be taken by all but
the thickest-skinned employee as a wholly shocking and insensitive ultimatum.
However, we see no violation of Tuccio's right to union representation at this
meeting because before there was any statement by Caulfield that Marazzi could
not speak, Tuccio answered unequivocally that she would not resign. Once she had
answered, the information Caulfield intended to elicit from Tuccio had been

* That complaint was resolved and withdrawn by the union on the basis of a nego-
tiated settlement agreement which provided that teachers would be "allowed union
representation during performance evaluation meetings dr any other meeting at
which the employee has a reasonable apprehension of discipline or loss of job
security.' This settlement a,greement  in effect quaranteed the same right to
union representation that this Board found to exist under our state labor rela-
tions statutes in TrumbulJ  Board of Education, supra. Thus a denial by Respondent
of union representation at such a meeting involving a member of the bargaining
unit in question could constitute both a violation of Section 5-272(a)(l) of :the
Act and a violation of Section 5-272(a)(4) of the Act because an employer's fail-
ure to comply with a negotiated settlement of a prohibited practice complaint
constitutes a violation of the employer's duty to bargain in good faith. City of
Bridgeport (Police), DecisionNo.  2075-A (1982). We will in this case make no
finding of whether a violation of Section 5-272(a)(4) h'as been shown because no
claim has been raised under that section,
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elicited and the purpose of the meeting was concluded. What is not presented
in the facts of this case and what would present a much more serious question
would have been a refusal by Caulfield to allow Marazzi to ask clarifying ques-
tions before Tuccio answered Caulfield's question. That, however, is not what
happenedthis'case.

With regard to the meeting between Dokla and Caulfield which occurred imme-
diately following the above discussed meeting, we find that in all significant
relevant respects the meetings were the same and require the same result for the
same reasons.

IV. The April 7, 1981 Meeting of Director Caulfield
and Assistant Director Waleski with Dokla

This meeting was called by Waleski  to discuss notations which Dokla had
made on‘her lesson plans for the remaining portion of the school year th,at  she
might make changes in the substance of those plans. Dokla had previously on
more than one occasion been criticized for not conforming her teaching to what
was on her lesson plans and she had received counseling letters directing her
to conform her teaching to what was in the lesson plans. As is evirlrbrlt  from
Section II of this decision, by April 7, 1981, Dokla had been recomr.~~;.4ed  for
non-renewal and as is stated in finding of fact 28, supra, she was it; the process
of challenging that recommendation. We have no doubt that Dokla had reasonable
apprehension that her job security could have been further threatened by a
meeting to discuss apparently continuing differences between the administration
and herself on the subject of her conformance to existing lesson plans. Since
Dokla was challenging her non-renewal, information obtained from her at the
April 7, 1981 meeting could have been used as further evidence against her in
proceedings to decide whether she should in fact be non-renewed. Moreover, it
is also possible that more immediate adverse action based upon information ob-
tained at the interview could have been taken against Dokla before the end of
the school year when her contract was scheduled to expire.

For the Respondent's part, it argues that Waleski's purpose in calling the
April 7, 1981 meeting was to see that Dokla adhered to her lesson plans for the
rest of the year because the needs of her students required that she do so and
because the special education laws of the State require that the lesson plans
be adhered to.

We have no doubt that Waleski  cal'led the April 7, 1981 meeting at least in
part for the purpose argued by the Respondent. But that purpose does not elimi-
nate the fact that Waleski  and later Caulfield intended to elicit information
from Dokla at the meeting and that such information could be used for purposes
detrimental to Dokla's job security. Dokla was therefore entitled to union
representation at the meeting once she requested it.

On April 7, 1981, Dokla met first with Waleski, and upon being informed
that the meeting was to discuss conforming of her instruction to lesson plans,
she requested union representationi The meeting was rescheduled-for later in
the'day so that Marazzi could be present as her union representative. The meet-
ing subsequently resumed in Caulfield's office with Caulfield, Waleski, Dokla
and Marazzi present. Upon Caulfield's questioning, Dokla confirmed that she had
left the initial meeting with Waleski  earlier that day and had returned with
Marazti because she believed the meeting to be disciplinary in character.
Caulfield then raised the subject of Dokla's notations on her lesson plans
concerning possible changes and the subject of her instruction conforming to
her lesson plans. Caulfield asked Dokla why she had made the notations on her
plans, reminded her that in a December, 1980 counseling letter she had been
instructed to conform her instruction to her lesson plans and asked "what her
plan was on a particular notation." At this point, Marazri attempted to ask
Caulfield a question which is, not specified in the record. Caulfield told
Marazzi at that point that he (Caulfield) had not concluded his conference with
Dokla, that he had not yet received any answers from Dokla, that Marazzi was
interrupting Caulfield's conference and that "if /MarattiT  had anything to say,
to implement it through Miss Dokla but to let me 'Ti'nish  ihe conversation with
her." (Tr. 203).

As was the case with the evidence concerning the February'2, 1981 meeting
with Kelman, the record before us is unfortunately lacking in detail regarding
an important aspect of this meeting. The record does rfot  show what the question
was that Marazzi asked. We therefore do not know whether Marazzi was simply
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asking for clarification of Caulfield's last question to Dokla or whether
Marazzi was exceeding the proper bounds of a union representative at the meeting
by, for instance, attempting to bargain or changing the subject or harassing
Caulfield into an adversarial confrontation.

It is clear from the record that Caulfield was attempting categorically to
deny Marazzi's opportunity to speak as union representative while Caulfield was
questioning Dokla unless Marazzi channeled his questions through Dokla. This
we find to be a restriction which is not permitted under the Act. If, as we
have found, a union representative has a right to represent the employee at a
meeting to which Weingarten rights attach by asking appropriate questions, that
right may not be diminished by permitting the employer to insist that the repre-
sentative pursue the awkward device of channeling.,his  questions through the I'
employee. This could only have the effect of diminishing the ability of the
representative to fulfill his legitimate responsibilities at the meeting and
would surely be detrimental to clear communication between the parties at the
meeting. We therefore find that Caulfield's initial insistence that Marazzi
speak only through Dokla was a violation of Dokla's right to union representa-
tion at the meeting.

Caulfield may have intended to permit Marazzi to speak after Caulfield had
concluded his questioning of Dokla. The testimony is unclear on this point.
However, as we have stated and discussed above, it is a violation of the em-
ployee's rights under Bingarten  to limit the union representative's right to
speak to the time after the employer has finished his questioning and eliciting
of answers from the employee. We therefore also find that Caulfield's attempt
to limit Marazzi to asking questions only after Caulfield had finished his ques-
tioning of Dokla was a violation of.Dokla's right to union representation at
the meeting.

This does not end the matter, however. Upon being informed of these limi-
tations, Marazzi became belligerent and made it impossible for the.meeting to
continue. Although it is understandable that Marazzi would become upset by the
limitations imposed by Caulfield, Marazzi appears to have substantially lost
control of his emotions and in fact attempted to take the law into his own hands
by turning the meeting into a purely adversarial confrontation between himself
and Caulfield. This he had no right to do. Cf. City of Shelton,, Decision No.
2017 (1981). When Caulfield imposed the limitations which we have found to be
improper and illegal, Marazzi should have waited and pursued his legal remedies
which could have included recission of any adverse actions taken against Dokla
which were based upon information elicited from her after that point in the
interview. See Town of Watertown, Decision No. 1787 (1979).

When Marazzi became belligerent and prevented the meeting from proceeding
further, Caulfield terminated the meeting as he had a right to do under NLRB v.
Weingarten, supra.

V. Remedy

In Town of Watertown, supra, we stated the following regarding our view of
make whole relief where a violation of Weingarten rights has been shown:

The Town also urges that Mango was suspended because of evi-
dence already in the chief's possess,ion  before the interview so
that any irregularity in the interview procedure played no actual
part in the discipline. It is doubtful whether this can ever be
known with certainty but we find it immaterial. Where an employer
denies a request for representation at a disciplinary interview
and thereafter questions the employee about conduct that is the
subject of the discipline we find that the policies of the Act
would usually require that the discipline later imposed be rescinded.
Only thus, we believe, can the requirements of Weingarten be effec-
tively policed. Only thus can there be any assurance that discipline
is not at least in part the "fruit of the poisonous tree." There
may be situations where the offense is so serious a threat to the
public welfare and where proof of it aliunde is so overwhelmingly
clear that the consideration mentione'dheres outweighed.' This
is not such a case. Watertown, p. 6.
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Under this reasoning, there is no basis for make whole relief shown in the
present case. With regard to Kelman, no further adverse action was shown to
have been taken against her after the February 2, 1981 meeting. With regard
to Dokla, no information relating to her non-renewal was elicited from her at
the April 7, 1981 meeting and the record does not show that any adverse actions
were taken against Dokla other than those related to her termination. Under
these circumstances, the appropriate remedy is a prospective order that
Respondent cease and desist from committing similar violations in the future,
along with the usual order to post the Decision and Order and notify this
Board of the actions taken to comply with our Order.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State
Employees, it is

ORDERED, that the State Department of Education, and including specifically
its agents at Emmett O'Brien Regional Vocational-Technical School,

I. Cease and desist from insisting in the future at meetings to which
Weingarten-  rights attach that union representatives:

(a) categorically not be allowed to speak;

(b) be limited to speaking only after the employer has concluded
its questioning and eliciting of answers from the employee; and

(c) be limited to channeling questions only through the employee.

II. Take the following affirmative action which the Board finds will
effectuate the policies of the Act:

(a) Permit union representatives at meetings to which Weingarten
rights attach to speak at the extent allowed in thys  Decision;

(b) Post immediately in a conspicuous spot where members of the
bargaining unit customarily assemble, and leave posted for
a period of sixty (GO) consecutive days from the date of
posting, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety; and

(c) Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its
office in the Labor Department, 200 Folly Brook Boulevard,
Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days of the
receipt of this Decision and Order, of the steps taken by
the State Department of Education to comply therewith.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY
s/ Kenneth A. Strobie
Kenneth A. Stroble

: ,
s/ Ann M. McCotmack

-Ann M. McCormack.
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